Abstract -Recent advances in high-speed mobile networks have revealed new bottlenecks in ubiquitous TCP protocol deployed in the Internet. In addition to differentiating non-congestive loss from congestive loss, our experiments revealed two significant performance bottlenecks during loss recovery phase: flow control bottleneck and application stall, resulting in degradation in QoS performance. To tackle these two problems we firstly develop a novel opportunistic retransmission algorithm to eliminate the flow control bottleneck, which enables TCP sender to transmit new packets even if receiver's receiving window is exhausted. Secondly, the application stall can be significantly alleviated by carefully monitoring and tuning the TCP send buffer growth mechanism. We implemented and modularized the proposed algorithms in the Linux kernel thus they can plug-and-play with the existing TCP loss recovery algorithms easily. Using emulated experiments we showed that with the proposed optimization techniques the existing loss recovery algorithms can at most achieve 98.3% bandwidth utilization during loss recovery phase, and reduce RTT by at most 80% after loss recovery phase.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in high-speed mobile networks have revealed new bottlenecks in the ubiquitous TCP protocol deployed in the Internet. For example, Mascolo et al. [1] and Fu and Liew [2] have devised new methods to differentiate mobile networks' random packet loss from congestion loss to prevent confusing TCP's congestion control algorithm, which can result in substantial throughput degradation. Moreover they further refined the congestion control algorithm during loss recovery phase to improve TCP's throughput performance.
More recently, Liu and Lee [3] and Leong et al. [4] developed a queue-length adaptive loss recovery algorithm to replace the existing congestion control algorithm in conventional TCP. They decouple packet loss from congestion control hence their transmission rate or congestion window (CWnd) for both retransmission as well as new data packets is only affected by the estimated queue length. Specifically, they continuously adjust their transmission rate or CWnd during loss recovery phase so that the estimated queue length will oscillate around a target queue length. Compared to conventional TCP, their results showed they can effectively alleviate the throughput degradation resulted from random loss over mobile data networks.
Nonetheless, they did not consider the flow control bottleneck in TCP's loss recovery phase -receiver's receiving buffer (AWnd) prevents new data packets from transmitting if AWnd is exhausted, resulting in bandwidth inefficiency.
However, those new data packets will be transmitted in burst after loss recovery phase, resulting in the significant increase in RTT -RTT spikes. To tackle this problem we develop a novel opportunistic retransmission algorithm that relaxes the AWnd constraint during TCP's loss recovery phase, hence allowing TCP sender to transmit new TCP segments as soon as retransmitting the lost TCP segment detected so far irrespective of the AWnd.
Interestingly, the throughput performance does get improved but not as much as we expected. After investigating the trace data we discovered the application stall -TCP sender runs out of packets, always occurred during transmission, especially during loss recovery phase, thus TCP sender has no new data packets to transmit opportunistically. Our experiments showed that application stall occurs during over 61.1% of the loss recovery phase in practice. Dukkipati et al. [5] also demonstrated this problem but did not propose the solution. This motivates us to tackle this problem by refining the send buffer growth mechanism to guarantee that TCP send buffer always has data packets to transmit. Using emulated experiments we showed that the bandwidth can be efficiently utilized during loss recovery phase and RTT spikes are mitigated completely.
The above optimization techniques only require the modification on the sender-side, thus is practical and can be deployed readily in the transparent proxy that is common in mobile data networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the current TCP loss recovery algorithms. Section III we develop a system model to analyze their bandwidth utilization during the loss recovery phase. Section IV we present the opportunistic retransmission algorithm and we extend the system model to analyze the performance gain from opportunistic retransmission. Section V we investigate application stall and propose the refined send buffer growth mechanism. Section VI and VII present the implementation and experimental results to validate the performance gain resulted from these two optimization techniques. We summarize the work in Section VIII and discuss some future works.
II. TCP LOSS RECOVERY REVISTED
In this section we revisit the loss recovery algorithms in three existing TCP implementations: (a) rate-halving; (b) proportional rate reduction; (c) queue length adaptive rate reduction.
A. Rate-halving
Rate-Halving (RH) [6] is the default TCP fast recovery algorithm in Linux before kernel version 3.2, which still dominates the Linux kernel deployed in today's Internet servers thus its loss recovery algorithm impacts a major portion of the Internet traffic.
The RH algorithm can be described in the following ways: i) Linux TCP sender enters loss recovery phase as soon as one out-of-order segment is guaranteed to be lost based on SACK [7] blocks and FACK [8] instead of receiving dupthresh duplicate ACKs (DUPACK), e.g., dupthresh=3, described in RFC3517 [9] . As we only consider the loss recovery phase, the algorithm to determine whether to enter the loss recovery phase is out of scope of this paper. Interested reader can refer to [10] for details.
ii) Then it sets slow start threshold (ssthresh) to equal to ×CWnd, where depends on the TCP variants used, e.g., =0.7 for TCP CUBIC, =0.5 for TCP Reno, =0.8 for TCP Veno if the loss is determined to be non-congestive, otherwise, =0.5. TCP Westwood is designed to avoid the blind ssthresh reduction due to random loss hence it sets ssthresh to equal to the estimated bandwidth-delay product.
iii) Then sets congestion window (CWnd) to pipe+1 if pipe+1<CWnd, where pipe is the amount of data outstanding in the network. This is designed to prevent transmission bursts (e.g., when CWnd-pipe is large) by limiting the sender to transmit at most one packet until a new ACK arrives.
iv) If CWnd>ssthresh, TCP sender will reduce CWnd by one for every two ACKs received until CWnd=ssthresh -this is known as rate-halving and is designed to enable the sender to retransmit/transmit lost/new segments earlier and to space out the transmissions [6] . If CWnd<ssthresh, CWnd is limited by pipe+1 (as shown in step iii) and cannot increase to ssthresh, which is possible to underutilize the bandwidth during loss recovery phase as the target CWnd, ssthresh, is not satisfied.
v) Loss recovery phase ends when the sender's highest sequence number at the time of entering the loss recovery phase is cumulatively acknowledged.
When TCP sender has retransmitted all lost segments reported by SACK blocks, it will transmit new TCP segments when both of the following conditions are met: a) the amount of inflight data is less than the congestion window, i.e., pipe < CWnd; b) the highest sequence number transmitted is less than the limit set by AWnd Therefore TCP sender might be prevented from sending new TCP segments if AWnd becomes the bottleneck and the AWnd is increasingly becoming the bottleneck due to the increasing mobile network bandwidth.
B. Proportional Rate Reduction
Proportional Rate Reduction (PRR) [5] has been introduced as the default TCP loss recovery algorithm in Linux kernel since version 3.2. The PRR differs from the RH in two ways: i) If , TCP sender reduces CWnd by (1-) for every received DUPACK/ACK until CWnd= -this is known as proportional reduction. Like RH, PRR converges to the target CWnd, ssthresh, determined according to the used TCP variants, but in a higher convergence rate.
ii) Similar to RH, PRR sets = +1 if due to heavy packet losses [6] . Different from RH that remains CWnd at pipe+1 even if CWnd<ssthresh, PRR updates CWnd in the same manner as TCP slow start phase, increasing CWnd by 1 for every received DUPACK/ACK until CWnd=ssthresh, which has the better bandwidth utilization during loss recovery phase compared to RH.
Despite the above differences, PRR sender still complies to the same two conditions, i.e., (a) and (b) in Section II.A, as in RH when transmitting new segments. Therefore the PRR suffers from the same AWnd bottleneck as RH.
C. Queue-length adaptive loss recovery algorithm
Queue length has significant impact on bandwidth utilization -if the queue at the bottleneck link always has data to transmit the bandwidth is fully utilized. Therefore, queue-length adaptive loss recovery will further improve the bandwidth utilization over loss recovery phase.
Therefore, Liu and Lee [4] and Leong et al. [3] developed a queue-length congestion control algorithm that estimates the backlog at the bottleneck link and limit it at a target queue length by adjusting CWnd or transmission rate accordingly during the whole transmission. Similarly, during loss recovery phase they have the queue-length adaptive loss recovery algorithm whose transmission rate or CWnd is only affected by the queue length hence packet loss is decoupled from CWnd or rate control.
As we cannot find the source code of the current queue-length adaptive loss recovery algorithms, we implement a Queue-length Adaptive Rate Reduction algorithm (QARR) based on the similar idea in Linux kernel. The QARR is different from RH and PRR in the following three ways: i) QARR does not employ ssthresh, thus its CWnd will not converge to ssthresh but is only affected by the estimated queue length.
ii) After entering the loss recovery phase, QARR adopts the Vegas method to estimate the queue length for every received ACK/DUPACK. Let denote the queue length after receiving the i th ACK/DUPACK; denote the RTT measured after receiving the i th ACK/DUPACK using TCP timestamp option appended in the received ACK/DUPACK's TCP header; denote the number of inflight packets after receiving the i th ACK and denote the minimum RTT during the transmission. Hence Q i can be estimated as follows:
denot e the target queue length; denote the CWnd after receiving the i th ACK/DUPACK, then is determined as follows:
(2) Queue-length adaptive loss recovery also does not consider the AWnd bottleneck, i.e., condition (a) and (b) in Section II.A, as in RH and PRR when transmitting new segments. 
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we develop a system model to investigate the efficiency of the three loss recovery algorithms reviewed in Section II. Specifically, it quantifies the impact of various system parameters, most notably the AWnd, on link utilization efficiency.
We consider a system where a TCP sender (e.g., Internet server) transmits data over a mobile network to a TCP receiver (e.g., mobile handset), as shown in Fig. 1 .
We assume the mobile network is the bottleneck link and the bottleneck link has a queue for packets to be transmitted to the receiver. We will derive the proportion of time where the radio link is idle to obtain the corresponding bandwidth efficiency.
In the following we consider a single TCP flow where: i) it lasts longer than a loss recovery phase; ii) all TCP segments are of the same size; iii) the bottleneck link bandwidth remains constant during the loss recovery phase, let C denote the bandwidth during the loss recovery phase (in packets per second); iv) the RTT in the system model includes propagation delay, transmission delay and queuing delay, we assume that propagation delay remains constant during the loss recovery phase and let U denote the propagation delay; v) TCP flow is not source-limited, i.e., the sender sends as much data as CWnd and AWnd allow; vi) the receiver's receiving window size is larger than the network's bandwidth propagation delay product, i.e., AWnd>CU;
Furthermore, at the time the TCP flow enters the loss recovery phase, we assume that:
vii) the AWnd size remains constant during the loss recovery phase, let AW denote the AWnd size; viii) the CWnd size is larger than AW, let CW denote the CWnd size;
After entering the loss recovery phase the sender retransmits the first lost packet reported in the SACK blocks. Further DUPACKs from the receiver will trigger retransmission of the remaining lost packets. Note that whenever a retransmitted packet is successfully recovered, it will enable the sender to transmit a new TCP segment once all lost packets have been retransmitted.
In the following analysis we focus on the loss recovery period from the time instant the first retransmitted packet is sent by the bottleneck link (T 2 in Fig. 1 ), to the time instant the first new packet is sent by the bottleneck link (the time after or at T 5 in Fig. 1 ). In particular, we first derive the minimum link idle time -the minimum period the link is not transmitting packet, denoted by I min , where minimum link idle time is achieved when the lost packets are consecutive -best case scenario (we omit the proof due to space limitation), and then use it to compute the maximum bandwidth utilization, denoted by η (0≤η≤1), for each of the three loss recovery algorithms, which measures the proportion of available bandwidth utilized for packet transmission under the best-case scenario.
A. Rate-halving
The minimum link idle time for rate-halving loss recovery algorithm is stated in Theorem 1 below. 
Proof:
Let n denote the number of lost TCP segments during one recovery phase. Consider the period from T 2 to T 5 as shown in Fig. 1 , we ignore processing delay thus the period from T 2 to T 5 is one round-trip propagation delay, i.e., U seconds. As RH sender retransmits all lost segments before transmitting new TCP segments, it can at most transmit n-1 retransmitted segments this period, but subject to CW. Note that RH sender will transmit at most one TCP segment per ACK received and set CW=pipe+1 if CW>pipe+1, thus we have two cases:
Case 1 -AW−n≥n: Now the receiver will send back one DUPACK for every out-of-sequence packet received within the AW. With n lost packets the receiver will generate AW−n DUPACKs. So if AW−n≥n, there will be sufficient DUPACKs to enable the sender to retransmit all n lost packets, thus bottleneck link will retransmit all n lost packets from T 2 to T 5 , before transmitting the 1 st new TCP segment, thus the minimum link idle time is equal to
In this case the sender retransmits AW-n lost packets as RH set CW=pipe+1=AW-n, thus n lost packets cannot be transmitted during one interval [T 2 , T 5 ] in Fig. 1 , and then it will need to wait for the ACKs of the retransmitted packets to return before retransmitting the rest of the lost packets. Hence it needs multiple intervals of [T 2 , T 5 ] and this cycle will repeat n AW n − times before the 1 st new segment is transmitted. 
Thus the total minimum link idle time for all cycles is equal to
Under the best case scenario there is no waiting time for retransmitting the rest of the lost packets and the 1 st new packet after the last cycle, and so (3) gives the overall minimum link idle time.
With the minimum link idle time we can then compute the maximum bandwidth utilization from
Where the numerator is the amount of data transmitted (i.e., n−1 retransmitted packets and 1 new packet) and the denominator is the total amount of data that could be transmitted (i.e., amount transmitted plus the amount which would have been transmitted during the link idle time) during the loss recovery period.
B. Proportional rate reduction
The minimum link idle time for PRR loss recovery algorithm is stated in Theorem 2 below.
Theorem 2: The minimum link idle time for PRR's loss recovery algorithm is given by:
The proof is omitted due to space limitation. Similarly, the maximum bandwidth utilization can be computed from (7).
C. Queue-length rate adaptive reduction
The minimum link idle time for QARR loss recovery algorithm is stated in Theorem 3 below. 
Proof: The proof is omitted due to space limitation. Similarly, the maximum bandwidth utilization can be computed from (7).
D. Discussions
The previous analysis reveals two properties of the three loss recovery algorithms. First, with high bandwidth (i.e., C large) and long delay (i.e., U larger), the link will be more likely become idle during the loss recovery phase (c.f. (3), (8) and (9)). Current 3G/HSPA networks have a typical bandwidth of 20Mbps and a delay of 100ms. Within one propagation delay (i.e., U) there is sufficient bandwidth to transmit 20Mbps×100ms/8bits=250KB data. With a typical packet size of around 1.5KB it is clear that the link will likely become idle during loss recovery unless the loss event comprises a burst of over 167 lost packets.
IV. OPPORTUNISTIC RETRANSMISSION
Liu and Lee [11] proposed opportunistic transmission to tackle the flow control bottleneck in mobile networks with large bandwidth-delay product (BDP). Opportunistic transmission exploited the receiver's processing power by allowing the sender to transmit packets beyond the maximum sequence number allowed by AWnd. In practice, packets arriving at the receiver can be processed quickly thus freeing up buffer space for more incoming packets. But the opportunistic transmission was only designed for TCP's normal phase of operation, i.e., when there is no packet loss occurred. Therefore, we extend the idea to TCP's loss recovery phase -opportunistic retransmission.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1 , the TCP sender has to wait for a cumulative ACK with an increase in the highest sequence number acknowledged after retransmitting the lost packets due to AWnd constraint. If the lost packets are recovered successfully, the application at the receiver can process the packets quickly and free up the receiving buffer immediately for new packet arrivals if the receiver has sufficient processing power, e.g., at time T 3 in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 , resulting in the link idle time analyzed in Section III.
To tackle this problem we propose to relax the AWnd constraint during TCP loss recovery phase by allowing transmitting new packets beyond the AWnd constraint, e.g., transmit new packets during [T 1 , T 4 ) in Fig. 1 , irrespective of the AWnd. However, this must performed judiciously as the receiver is temporarily unable to clear its buffer (by passing data to the application) until the head-of-line lost packet is successfully retransmitted. Thus opportunistic retransmission operates according to the following three ways: i) For every received DUPACK the TCP sender decodes the SACK blocks carried inside DUPACK to determine (a) the number of gaps (i.e., lost packets) at the receiver's receiving buffer, denoted by n 1 ; and (b) the number of out-of-order packets received, denoted by n 2 .
ii) Then the TCP sender first retransmits the lost packets. The receiver will advance the AWnd by n 1 +n 2 packets if they are successfully received. Therefore the TCP sender then transmits up to n 1 +n 2 new packets.
iii) But the number of transmitted packets is also subject to the congestion control constraint: pipe CWnd.
In the following we apply this opportunistic retransmission technique to the three loss recovery algorithms and derive their minimum link idle time and maximum bandwidth utilization.
A. Performance analysis
Opportunistic retransmission enables the three loss recovery algorithm to remove constraint (b) in Section III. The following three theorems show the minimum link idle time using opportunistic retransmission Theorem 4: The minimum link idle time for rate-halving loss recovery with opportunistic retransmission is given by:
Proof: The proof is omitted due to space limitation. 
Proof: The proof is omitted due to space limitation. In practice there are bound to be deviations in queue length estimation and adaptation. In the case the queue length is under-estimated the link idle time is still zero. Otherwise in case of over-estimation the link idle time will become more than zero. Additionally, opportunistic retransmission can work based on the assumption that the mobile device has sufficient processing power, e.g., Apple A7 has a 64bit 1.3-1.4GHz dual-core CPU [12] . To experimentally validate this assumption we use cpulimit [13] to restrict the CPU utilization of a TCP process. We found that opportunistic retransmission still can work even if CPU utilization of the TCP process is limited to 10%.
B. Performance Validation
Using the system model in Section III we can evaluate the bandwidth utilization for the three loss recovery algorithms investigated, and investigate the potential improvements achieved by using opportunistic retransmission. First, we compute the numerical results using the system model. We adopt the typical system parameters in 3G/HSPA+ mobile network, which are summarized in Table 3 , and then we try to validate the system model using experiments. The experiment setup is described in Section VII.
To model loss event we test different number of consecutive packet loss, ranging from 10 to 100, to simulate the loss events under different network setting and radio signal conditions. Table 1 evaluates the impact of the burst size of packet loss events, ranging from 10 to 100 packets, on bandwidth utilization over loss recovery phase. We first observe that the numerical results computed from the system model are quite consistent with the experimental results for original TCP loss recovery algorithms under different loss rates, and the bandwidth utilization increase for larger burst size -a direct result of longer link utilization time to retransmit the larger number of lost packets. However, the numeral results from the system model do not match the experimental results for TCP loss recovery algorithms with opportunistic retransmission under small burst size, e.g., 0.246 versus 1 for QARR under 10 burst size of lost packets. The similar observation can be founded in Table 2 that compares the average bandwidth utilization over loss recovery phase for different propagation delays ranging from 50ms to 200ms, under 10 consecutive packet loss event, the numerical results are consistent with the experimental results for the original loss recovery algorithm under all the propagation delay, while is not after applying the opportunistic retransmission.
Interestingly, the throughputs of the existing loss recovery algorithms do get improved by opportunistic retransmission but not as much as shown in our system model. The gap between the numerical results and the experimental results is larger with the smaller burst size of lost packets. After investigating the data trace we found that application stall -TCP sender runs out of packet, always occurs during loss recovery phase, hence TCP sender has no new packet to transmit opportunistically, resulting in the degradation on bandwidth utilization. Our experiments show that application stall occurs during over 61.1% of the loss recovery phase. In the next section we refine the sender's sendbuf growth mechanism to prevent application stall from occurring.
V. APPLICATION STALL
Application stall can occur due to (a) application has no new data to send; and (b) the inefficiency of the current sending buffer growth mechanism. For (a) the sender does not always has data to send, which violates the assumption in Section IV that TCP flow is not source-limited, hence we only consider (b). We first introduce the current sending buffer growth mechanism and its problem.
A. Current sending buffer growth mechanism
All the transmitted/transmitting but not acknowledged segments will be stored in the sndbuf, and will not be freed unless they are acknowledged sequentially. The growth mechanism of sndbuf can be summarized in the following three ways:
i) The sndbuf size is initialized to be snd_wmem_default, e.g., 16KB .
ii) sndbuf increases multiplicatively and the increasing factor is 2, thus it doubles once sndbuf=2CW. sndbuf increases in this manner until CWnd stops increasing, being limited by AWnd, thus at this steady state, sndbuf size is twice of the current CWnd.
iii) The segments occupied in the sndbuf will be freed if they are acknowledged sequentially, resulting the free space (free_space) in the sndbuf. Once free_sapce>sndbuf/3, sndbuf will move forward for free_space to fetch new data segments from application to fill it up.
However, this sndbuf growth mechanism cannot completely prevent application stall from occurring, especially during loss recovery phase, with opportunistic retransmission, hence we have the following theorem. 
B. Refinement on sending buffer growth mechanism
Intuitively, we can remove the constraint in (iv) in Section V.A, that is, once free_space is available sndbuf will advance and fetch new data from application to fill it up. However, this method will lead to significant extra scheduling delay hence we solve it in another way.
We modify the sndbuf increasing factor from 2 to 3, e.g., the next sndbuf=3 current sndbuff once the sndbuf is full, and we can show that 3 is the minimum increasing factor that guarantees application stall would not occur during loss recovery phase, thus we have the following theorem. (17) we have b snd 3CW (18) which shows that b snd must be at least 3 times of the current CWnd size to make sure that application stall will not happen during loss recovery phase.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
To facilitate the comparative evaluation of the existing loss recovery algorithms w/ and w/o the proposed optimization techniques we modularized the loss recovery algorithms so that different loss recovery algorithms can be implemented and switched in-and-out easily without recompiling kernel. Specifically, we implemented RH, PRR and QARR in a separate kernel module respectively. Generally, there are two steps in a TCP fast recovery module: the initializations when entering/exiting fast recovery phase and the handler for each received ACK/DUPACK during fast recovery phase. The module handler interfaces are defined in struct tcp_retrans_ops, which has the similar implementation as the pluggable TCP congestion control module hander interfaces [14] . The struct tcp_retrans_ops is defined as follows: struct tcp_retrans_ops { struct list_head list; /*initialize private data when entry CWR or Recovery mode (required)*/ void (*init_cwnd_reduction)(struct sock *sk, const bool set_ssthresh); /* change cwnd based on packets newly delivered (required) */ void (*cwnd_reduction)(struct sock *sl, int newly_acked_sacked, int fast_rexmit); /* cleanup when exiting CWR or Recovery mode (required) */ void (*end_cwnd_reduction)(struct sock *sk); /* hooker for packet ack accounting (optional) */ void (*pkts_acked)(struct sock *sk, u32 num_acked, s32 rtt_us); /*opportunistic retransmission is handled here*/ u32 (*get_awnd_extension)(const struct tcp_soack *tp) char name[TCP_RETRANS_NAME_MAX]; struct module *owner; }; 
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
To evaluate the performance impact of the proposed optimization techniques we setup a testbed as depicted in Fig.  2 , using the Linux NetEm [15] module and the iptables [16] to emulate the characteristics of mobile data networks.
We employ an emulator rather than conducting experiments over a production 3G/HSPA networks as it is not feasible to control packet loss events, therefore making consistent performance comparisons difficult. In configuring the emulator we adopt typical network parameters including delay, loss, and bandwidth according to [17, 18] if not mentioned, which are summarized in Table 3 . Note that loss rate can vary significantly under different network conditions. For example the loss rate in the subway will be higher than the one in the office. Therefore, three loss rates are tested in our experiments.
The sender host, emulation host and receiver host in Fig. 2 run Linux with kernel v.3.10 with dual Xeon E5645 2.40GHz CPU and 32GB RAM. The peak sending throughput can reach 940 Mbps. To evaluate the impact of the proposed optimization techniques we extend the existing loss recovery algorithms with optimization techniques which can be enabled/disabled.
A. Module verification
With the testbed we can capture the TCP data trace and the TCP congestion control related parameters at the TCP sender, e.g., CWnd. In this section we verify the correctness of the pluggable TCP loss recovery module. First, we compared the throughput performance using loss recovery module with the built-in implementation. We first evaluate the average throughputs of a single TCP flow under different loss rates, ranging from 0.001% to 10%. The congestion control and loss recovery algorithms are TCP CUBIC and PRR respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(left) , the average TCP throughputs under all the loss rates with the pluggable PRR module match the ones with the Linux built-in PRR.
Second, we intentionally drop packets at five specific timings during the transmission of a TCP flow with and without using pluggable PRR module respectively. As show in Fig. 3(right) , both CWnd dynamics also match with each other. In summary, the pluggable TCP loss recovery module offers an accurate tool to design, develop and test various TCP loss recovery algorithms.
B. Model validation
We capture the TCP trace data at the TCP sender to measure the actual link idle time thus derive the bandwidth utilization for the three existing loss recovery algorithms. This enables us to verify the system model in Section IV.A after applying the proposed optimization techniques using various system parameters.
As shown in Table 4 and Table 5 the numerical results computed from the system model are quite consistent with the experimental results after applying the proposed optimization techniques, which validate the correctness of our model and the efficiency of the proposed optimization techniques. Note that the small gap from the 100% utilization for QARR is due to scheduling delay in the kernel according to our preliminary investigation, as our model assumes zero processing/scheduling delay, which warrants further research.
C. Impact of loss recovery phase on TCP performance
The results so far reveal that the existing TCP loss recovery algorithms are not able to efficiently utilize the bandwidth during loss recovery phase, e.g., 0.028 to 0.114 bandwidth utilization for QARR. However, during period of no packet loss, TCP will be able to achieve much higher bandwidth utilization, e.g., 18 .9Mbps for no-loss case thus 94.5% bandwidth utilization and the bandwidth loss is due to the TCP slow start phase. Intuitively TCP throughput degradation will increase as packet loss rate increases, as the TCP flow will spend more time operating in the loss recovery phase.
We evaluate the baseline long-term TCP performance using seven combinations of congestion control algorithm and loss recovery algorithm: (a) TCP CUBIC+RH; (b) TCP CUBIC+PRR; (c) TCP Westwood+RH; (d) TCP Westwood+PRR; (d) TCP Veno+RH; (e) TCP Veno+PRR; (f) TCP Vegas+QARR, under different loss rate. The reason why we choose in this way is that TCP CUBIC is the default TCP variant in Linux kernel implementation, and TCP Westwood and TCP Veno are designed for mobile/wireless network to combat random loss, and TCP Vegas+QARR can be used to emulate the existing queue-length congestion control algorithm like TCP-REE in [3] and TCP-QLA in [4] if assuming the queue length estimation is correct. Note that TCP Vegas and QARR use the same target queue length.
As shown in Table 6 , comparing to the no-loss case, throughput of the Linux TCP degraded as the packet loss rate is increased. Even at a loss rate of 0.1%, which is not uncommon in mobile data networks, both TCP CUBIC+RH and TCP CUBIC+PRR's throughput dropped from 18Mbps to 5Mbps, because TCP CUBIC blindly cuts down ssthresh and CWnd by 0.3, thus reduces throughput. In Surprise, TCP Veno and TCP Westwood that are optimized for mobile/wireless network still suffer from the throughput degradation due to random loss, e.g., TCP Veno and TCP Westwood's throughputs dropped from 18Mbps to 5Mbps and 8Mbps respectively. We conjecture that they are not able to figure out an effective ssthesh/CWnd upon loss packets, leading to reducing CWnd unnecessarily. Therefore, the above three combinations' throughput is throttled by congestion control algorithm, e.g., CWnd/ssthresh, and CWnd is much less than AWnd reported, thus they do not suffer from the flow control bottleneck.
By contrast, TCP Vegas+QARR performed better than the other combinations under all the loss rate but the throughput still degraded as the loss rate is increased (e.g., from 18.3Mbps to 14.7 Mbps at 0.1% loss). It is worth noting that its CWnd/ssthresh is unaffected by packet losses. Therefore the throughput degradation in TCP Vegas+QARR in the presence of packet losses is entirely resulted from the low bandwidth utilization of the loss recovery phase due to flow control bottleneck and application stall, rather than due to congestion control.
D. Impact of the optimization techniques on TCP performance
We evaluate the impact of the proposed optimization techniques on TCP's throughput with respect to two system parameters, namely packet loss rate and propagation delay. We first consider packet loss rate in Table 7 . With opportunistic retransmission and refined sndbuf growth mechanism, TCP Vegas+QARR's throughput degrades insignificantly even at a loss rate of 0.1%. Comparing to the original TCP Vegas+QARR, the proposed optimization techniques improved the throughput by 25.2% at a loss rate of 0.1%, enabling TCP Vegas+QARR to achieve over 92.9% bandwidth utilization under all loss rates, and we expect that the improvement will be higher with the increase in loss rate, e.g., over 32% improvement at 0.2% loss rate, but loss rate higher than 0.1% might not be common over current mobile data networks as we measured. As the bandwidth utilization computed includes the TCP slow start period, thus the bandwidth utilization will be higher without slow start period.
Note that the throughput performances of the other combinations of TCP variant and loss recovery algorithm are not improved by the proposed optimization techniques, as their throughputs are limited by the congestion control bottleneck, e.g., CWnd/ssthresh, during most of time of the experiments, instead of flow control bottleneck.
Next we consider the effect of propagation delay. The analysis in Section III revealed that the primary source of link idle time is due to the waiting time for the ACK for the first retransmitted packet to return to the sender. Thus one would expect the propagation delay to have a significant impact on bandwidth efficiency during the loss recovery phase. The  Table 8 results show that, as the propagation delay increases from 100ms to 200ms TCP Vegas+QARR's throughput w/o the optimization techniques does drop from 17.7Mbps to 12.2Mbps. However, after investigating the data trace we found that, besides the flow control bottleneck and application stall, it also sometimes suffers from the congestion control bottleneck due to Vegas queue length estimation error [19] , which needs further investigation. By contrast, with the proposed optimization techniques the throughput degradation is insignificantly effected by queue length estimation error, e.g., from 19.1Mbps to 17.6Mbps. Note that both throughputs can be higher without slow start period.
E. Eliminate Bursty Transmission
Besides throughput degradation flow control bottleneck and application stall also result in a side-effect -bursty transmission. Specifically, it prevents TCP sender from transmitting new data during loss recovery phase, but those data will be transmitted in burst after loss recovery phase, causing RTT spikes, which is not desirable for delay-sensitive application such as video conferencing, running at the same link bottleneck. As shown in Fig. 4 , five packets are randomly dropped in downloading 50MB file we observed that, after loss recovery phase, RTT increases by at most 80%, e.g., 180ms versus 100ms, using all the existing loss recovery phase. In contrast, with proposed optimization techniques the RTT spikes are mitigated completely, e.g., remaining at 100ms, as the new data transmissions are spaced out over the loss recovery phase by resolving flow control bottleneck and application stall.
VIII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS

